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Abstract: This paper introduces the conceptual design of a submersible seaplane that merges the
maturity of the wing-in-ground (WIG or ekranoplan) crafts and seaplanes with covert hybrid under-
water insertion, travel, and recovery. WIG crafts have a higher lift-to-drag ratio and thus improved
endurance, while hybrid crafts have recently become feasible due to advances in materials, electric
propulsion, and multi-medium computational fluid dynamics. The reconnaissance design can insert,
loiter, and extract from underwater, surfaces if necessary; it can fly in or out of ground effect, keep
watch on the sea surface while recharging, and travel underwater. This design minimizes Doppler
and infrared signatures to evade the surface wave, backscatter radar systems, and cube satellite arrays
typical in contested maritime areas. Five critical enabling technologies are overviewed, showing how
they enable a conceptual design. This project was conducted in collaboration with two industrial
partners, namely Ron Allum and Thales Australia. The conceptual design has been socialised and
confirmed at technical conferences from each core discipline and partly confirmed by a recent Chinese
design and testing of a similar hybrid uncrewed aerial vehicle (HUAV). Recommendations are made
for improving the conceptual design before proof-of-concept prototype testing. Given the seminal
nature of HUAV design and research and some of the unique innovations proposed, the lessons
learned from this iteration will likely be significant to other designers and researchers.

Keywords: hybrid uncrewed aerial vehicle (HUAV); uncrewed underwater vehicle (UUV);
wing-in-ground effect; seaplane; syntactic foam; computational fluid dynamics; electric
propulsion; low observability

1. Introduction

The study of small Uncrewed Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) for intelligence operations has
been an area of interest for quite some time [1]. When these studies are coupled with
the use of wing-in-ground (WIG) for a higher lift and fuel efficiency and the possibility
of a subsurface launch and recovery, the resultant aircraft can potentially change how
underwater pipes can be inspected and/or how militaries will gather intelligence. The
developed Low-Observable Submersible WIG Craft for Electronics Intelligence (LOSSEI) is
a hybrid UAV (HUAV) designed to be launched at sea, navigate underwater at low speeds,
and also conduct intelligence gathering operations over several days while solar recharging
before resubmerging to be recovered again by the sea.

The LOSSEI project is a multi-year design exercise incorporating final-year engineering
projects with industry support from Ron Allum Deepsea Services and Thales Avionics.
This highly multidisciplinary project draws upon the research and findings of unpublished
theses by two students in 2020, six further student theses in 2021, and lesser contributions
in 2022. The conceptual design has been socialised and confirmed at technical conferences
from each core discipline, including subsea [1], defence technology [2], computational fluid
dynamics [3], and telecommunications [4]. There was some limited research literature on
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hybrid uncrewed aerial vehicles that encouraged the beginning of this research work, such
as a 2015 comprehensive survey [5], 2016 research into a power system [6], water entry
analyses in 2016 [7] and 2017 [8], a design based upon computational fluid dynamics in
2017 [9], and some testing and characterisation in 2018 [10].

Over the last two years, and concurrent with our LOSSEI research, there has been
a spate of Chinese publications documenting the design and testing of HUAVs, starting
with the design fabrication and characterisation of a HUAV in 2021 [11], followed by 2022
research into lifting principles [12], a numerical simulation of air–water transition [13],
further design, fabrication, and experimentation [14], cross-domain control [15], and a
miniature low-cost HUAV [16]. Such work confirms that some technologies have progressed
for HUAVs sufficiently for us to recommend substantive proof-of-concept testing for this
and other such hybrid vehicles.

The reconnaissance mission and design are shown with dimensions in Figures 1 and 2,
respectively, with an estimated mass of between 27 and 57 kg. The craft’s missions are still
evolving; however, it can insert, loiter, and extract from underwater, surfaces if necessary,
can fly in or out of ground effect, keep watch on the sea surface while recharging, and
travel underwater. In addition, this design minimizes Doppler and infrared signatures
to evade the surface wave, backscatter radar systems, and cube satellite arrays typical in
contested maritime areas [17].

The LOSSEI craft has been designed with a NACA 4412 airfoil, because that airfoil has
been used extensively for wing-in-ground effect research, albeit this airfoil has had recent
minor improvements in the WIG effect [18,19]. LOSSEI was modelled using the popular
industry package, Fusion 360, which was found relatively easy to use.

LOSSEI has been designed to remain buoyant on the water’s surface, while maintain-
ing an ideal clearance between the wing and the water for the WIG effect in still conditions
(70 mm). Another design consideration affecting the buoyant geometry is the 25-degrees
deadrise angle. These design values are justified in the water drop test computational
fluid dynamics section and the wing-in-ground effect sections that follow. For example,
the 25-degrees deadrise angle was conceptually selected based on the authors’ past experi-
ence [20], aiming to minimise the corresponding transient slamming loads during landing,
as lower deadrise angles, e.g., 15-degrees, would experience higher slam forces [21], while
preserving a sufficient buoyancy to eliminate the prospect of diving if compared with
higher deadrise angles, e.g., 30-degrees [22]. With these considerations integrated into the
design, the main hull and demi-hulls had a displacement volume of 0.02668 m3, adequate
to maintain the desired position on the water’s surface. When the vessel is submerged,
however, the displaced volume changes significantly. As LOSSEI is fully sealed during
the surfacing evolution, the submerged displacement volume is equivalent to the entire
geometric volume of the craft. This volume is calculated with Fusion 360 CAD software to
be 0.1289 m3. This volume provides a buoyancy force of 1259.74 N in the positive (upwards)
direction, 992.94 N greater than the calculated gravitational force of 266.8 N for the 27.2 kg
craft. These calculations confirm that LOSSEI theoretically has enough buoyancy to surface
under its own positive buoyancy effectively.

It is also essential to calculate the longitudinal centre of buoyancy (LCB) for the craft
with this positive buoyancy. The LCB is used to determine the direction in which the vessel
will pitch, due to the forces acting on it. For a fully submerged body, the LCB is equivalent
to the centre of volume of the entire craft. For LOSSEI, this point is located 368.53 mm from
the nose, which places it 180.29 mm in front of the craft’s longitudinal centre of mass (LCM)
(548.82 mm from the nose).
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Five of the leading enabling technologies are overviewed in this article to show how
they enable the design:

1. The wing-in-ground effect for an efficient high-endurance and low-speed cruise while
staying very low to the water for a reduced Doppler signature;

2. Electric ducted fans from the developing drone market are powerful enough for
take-off from the water and likely efficient in both above- and below-water cruises;

3. When merged with carbon fibre, new compressible syntactic foam materials can likely
survive both compression depths and flying and landing forces;

4. Enhanced batteries and conformal solar panel recharging technologies;
5. Evolving computational fluid dynamics (CFD) packages can analyse both hydrody-

namic and aerodynamic design performances.
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2. Wing-in-Ground (WIG) Effect

Ground effect, or WIG, is a natural phenomenon of improved aerodynamic perfor-
mance in marine aircraft operating near the water’s surface. However, this effect is only
evident when an aircraft is flying at a height less than the length of one wing chord [18]
(2010), named by some researchers as the critical height [19].

The ground effect combines two aerodynamic phenomena: chord and span-dominated
ground effect [23]. The chord-dominated ground effect increases the lift, by developing
an extremely high-pressure air cushion on the airfoil’s underside as it approaches the
ground [24]. During WIG flight, the air on the wing’s undersurface decelerates significantly,
trapping the air between the ground and the wing and increasing the pressure. This air
cushion is also known as the ram effect and can cause the air under the wing to stagnate if
the clearance height reduces too much.

The span-dominated ground effect directly influences the induced drag of the air-
foil. The wingtip vortices cannot fully develop at a low ground clearance, so the leak-
age from the underside of the wing is lower [18]. As a result, the dynamic cushion
increases the effective span and the effective aspect ratio of an aircraft. The research doc-
umented by Qu et al. (2015) finds that the WIG effect declines with a reducing aspect
ratio and that endplates can retain the WIG effect for lower aspect ratios, as used in our
conceptual design.

Hiemcke [23] found that the ground effect phenomenon is only significant if the wing
is within one chord length of the ground plane. He showed that at a maximum, the lift is
increased by approximately 66 per cent when the height-to-chord ratio is 0.1 compared to
the airfoil performance out of the WIG. Values of height-to-chord less than 0.25 have been
referred to as an extreme ground effect, as these place the aircraft at a higher risk of impact
and induce stability challenges [19].

The air cushion trapped by the ground effect is shown for the LOSSEI craft in Figure 3,
at a height-to-chord ratio of 0.1 or 70 mm above water and a maximum endurance speed
for this condition of 21 m/s.
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Research into the stability of the NACA 4412 [24] and the effect of surface waves by [25,26]
has been extended by the research team, showing promise in the effect being sustained
across waves, on average and with manageable perturbations from the wavelengths likely
using laser-ranging altimeters. This aspect is discussed further later.

3. Electric-Ducted Fans (EDF)

The greatest challenge for the EDF is the take-off case. Due to the hydrodynamic
drag, the thrust required for the LOSSEI to take off is significantly higher than that for a
conventional UAV.

The thrust required to take off from flat water is modelled in Star CCM+ at six positions
with fixed velocity and pitch angles, shown smoothed in Figure 4. The lift on the LOSSEI
craft throughout the take-off cycle begins at a low speed, being dominated by the buoyancy
force. As the velocity increases, the lift is dominated by hydrodynamic lift as the fuselage
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and demi-hulls begin to plane on the water’s surface. The end of the take-off sequence
shows an aerodynamic lift, finally taking the LOSSEI into the air. Further details on the
take-off case are covered later under CFD analyses.
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The EDF for the LOSSEI is intended to be an off-the-shelf unit. Therefore, an EDF
that is likely to meet the thrust requirements of the LOSSEI system is the Schuebeler
Technologies DS-215-DIA HST EDF, which has a maximum thrust of 250 N at a mass of
3.4 kg. The maximum thrust of this EDF is also shown in Figure 4.

The estimation of the thrust that this EDF can provide underwater is based on blade
element momentum theory, which follows experimental data for air-designed propellers
when operated underwater [6]. A propeller can produce approximately 30 times more
thrust in water than air and subsequently requires 30 times more torque at a given RPM.
Therefore, the maximum thrust in the air can be matched underwater at a lower RPM.
Furthermore, hall effect sensors allow a brushless motor to deliver high torque at a low
RPM as the speed controller no longer relies on back electromotive force (EMF).
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4. Compressible and Tensile Materials

Carbon fibre’s lightweight and tensile properties have been researched and exploited
for some time [27]. However, for a seaplane to submerse it requires lightweight compression
strength. The material chosen is syntactic foam, in particular, a trademark Isofloat™ foam,
as it is used in sea vehicles [28].

The LOSSEI’s structural geometry is shown in Figure 5 and was modelled in Abaqus
software. The overall structure mass, including the batteries and engine, is 57 kg (weight
of 559.17 N), with the centre of gravity (CoG) located 576 mm from the nose. The mass
of the empty structure is 39 kg (weight of 382.6 N). The centre of buoyancy (CoB when
submerged) is 708 mm from the nose, behind the CoG.
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Figure 5. Wing material design considerations (upper) and CFD of underwater cruise condition
showing pressure contours (lower).

The wing structure is a critical assembly that will undergo both hydrostatic and
aerodynamic loads, during the operation of the craft. The wing structure is designed for
aerodynamic loading; however, it is designed to be filled with water whilst submerged to
avoid being crushed underwater. The syntactic foam (yellow/tan) is present in areas where
the structure will experience relatively low tensile loads, but must withstand hydrostatic
loads, such as the internal rib section of the wing. This is effective because the materials’
low density means that the rib could be up to three times as thick as a carbon fibre rib of
the same weight.

In addition, the use of syntactic foam will allow for buoyancy to be generated at that
point in the wing and provide an additional surface area to interface with the spars,
stringers, and wing skin that will be bonded to it. The carbon fibre (black), consid-
ered quasi-isentropic, is present in areas that will experience torsion and bending loads
that will be experienced in flight, such as solid carbon fibre ribs in the wings and tails.
Isofloat™ syntactic foam (yellow) is used on pressure vessels and points where pressure
is applied through slamming during landing. Polyurethane (dark blue) foam is used as a
very low-density filler foam to assist in withstanding the crushing loads in structures not
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designed to fill up with water, or act as a pressure vessel. Anodised aluminium (light blue)
is used on the engine mount to secure the main engine to the structure.

The structural design underwent a finite element analysis of all the major components,
using the major known design load cases. An example of this analysis for the demi-hulls is
given in Figure 6. While the structural design has yet to achieve the target weight, the early
estimates show promise that refinement is likely viable. One prospect to reduce the weight
is to examine composite structures of carbon fibre within a syntactic foam base. No research
could be found on such composites, likely because prior to such HUAV conceptualisation,
the dual demands of high compression forces when submerged, and high tensile loads
when flying have not been needed.
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5. Battery and Solar Recharge

The battery system for the LOSSEI is intended to comprise lithium-ion (li-ion)
21,700 cells, as shown in Figure 5 (upper) in green. Other cell options, such as NiMH
hydride, were also considered for fire safety; however, NiMH’s significant power draw
during take off is insufficient. The Li-ion battery is split into four sections, each with a
battery management system to reduce the chances of thermal runaway. The separation of
the battery segments also assists in preventing chain failure, as one failed section is less
likely to cause thermal runaway in the entire battery due to being separated by the syntactic
foam. The nose and centre fuselage sections are located within the fuselage pressure vessel.

The wing sections will be waterproofed by a vacuum-sealed bag, filling any remain-
ing air gaps with oil to prevent water ingress. This method is like that of conventional
autonomous submarine battery packs. The total mass and capacity of the LOSSEI’s battery
pack, using average li-ion 21,700 cells, is estimated to be 18 kg (weight of 177 N) and 99 Ah,
respectively.

This battery pack will deliver 425 A to the EDF, with a maximum current draw of
280 A. The battery system will be supplemented by solar augmentation. The fitment of
thin silica-backed mono-crystalline cells (TSBMC) as solar panels on the wings allows for
recharging the battery system while not in flight, increasing the operational endurance of
the craft. Our research includes a 2020 study on the effectiveness of solar augmentation
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in the RQ-20 Puma UAV, finding endurance could be boosted by up to 65 to 90 percent.
An example solar power analysis for the LOSSEI is shown in Figure 7 to illustrate the
importance the recharge offers to adapt missions.
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6. Computational Fluid Dynamics

CFD is a powerful numerical tool that is capable of simulating and performing model
and full-scale optimisations in the field of ship hydrodynamics and WIG craft aerody-
namics. CFD is faster and cheaper for calculating the detailed flow-field, hydrodynamic,
and aerodynamic characteristics of novel craft designs in the conceptual design phase
than measuring the same characteristics using scaled model tests. However, high qual-
ity experimental data are needed to validate the computed results [29,30]. According to
ITTC 2011 [31], CFD could achieve a wider use if the accuracy of results, grid generation,
turnaround time, and complexity of CFD could be improved.

Different CFD techniques are employed to solve complex two-phase flow problems,
including the incompressible SPH formulation, which is a procedure similar to the moving
particle, semi-implicit method (MPS) proposed by Koshizuka et al. [32]. The primary feature
is the application of a semi-implicit integration scheme to particle-discretized equations for
the incompressible flow problem, and further details can be found at [33–36].

However, this study employed the unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes
(URANS) equations with shear stress transport (SST) k-ω physics models to represent
the turbulent flow in the simulation. The use of the finite-volume URANS coupled with
the SST k-ω technique in the commercial STAR-CCM+ code was based on the authors’
previous experiences when compared with the results of the past SPH method in solving a
relevant slam problem [37].

The design advantage of CFD in both air and underwater and transition has already
been illustrated in Figures 3 and 4 for WIG effect and take-off, respectively. The 2020
version of the LOSSEI was used in wind tunnel testing, as shown in Figure 8, to validate the
landing loads CFD analysis. This validation was then used as a basis for each CFD analysis,
including as a basis to compare the LOSSEI’s underwater cruise case. The verification of
these models involved careful mesh independence and time variance techniques in each
instance, and this process is illustrated later for one CFD example.
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Take-off Analysis. The take-off case (Figure 4) involved a balance of the hydrodynamic,
aerodynamic, and buoyancy forces to determine the vertical position of the craft in the
water. The take-off case can be validated by calculating the individual forces and comparing
the height above the waterline. The CFD work on WIG effect (Figure 3) was used for the
aerodynamic lift, and the hydrostatic lift was calculated using volume data provided via
the CAD model. The hydrodynamic lift required more detailed calculations from [38],
which investigates the lift on planing surfaces for various deadrise angles.

The volume submerged as well as the area of the planing surface was found by using
the same centreline height above the waterline as was found in the simulation. For example,
for snapshot 5 (Figure 3) only the ends of the demi-hulls are under the water surface, with
the end of the fuselage floating just above. This yielded a hydrostatic force of 1.08 N and a
lift coefficient due to the planing hull angle of 0.04218 [39], leading to a hydrodynamic force
of 99.8 N. From the WIG effect analysis, the lift coefficient for the aerodynamic component
is 1.161, resulting in a total lift of 156.8 N. Summing these values gives 257.7 N, which is
only 7 N less than the weight of the LOSSEI, indicating that the simulation provides realistic
results. At this velocity, changes in the height of one millimetre can result in changes of up
to 10 N in the hydrodynamic lift as the density of water is much greater than air.

The mesh for the take-off simulation was constructed with multiple key bodies to
refine the critical areas of interest. The background region was the least refined, extending
10 m in front of the craft and 18 m behind. This allowed for a well-developed incoming
flow and a sufficient area behind to see the wake patterns develop. The LOSSEI body
itself was cut in half longitudinally to save simulation time, and its surface was refined to
6.25 per cent of the base mesh size. Additional bodies were added, such as regions focusing
on the bow, front of the demi-hulls, various wake boxes, and water surface regions. These
bodies were repeated three times, increasing in domain size and cell size as they moved
away from the LOSSEI’s body. This allowed for increased detail in the key areas, without
increasing the simulation time. Ultimately, a mesh size of 430,000 and a Courant number of
0.48 were used across all six analysis points.

All the simulations were allowed to oscillate up to four times. The average lift, drag,
and translation were obtained after the initial spike of lift and drag, where flow is still
being established. This was conducted as opposed to allowing the oscillation to stabilise, as
four oscillations allowed the flow to fully develop as well as the development of the wake
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pattern. This method resulted in the lift values being within 0.3 per cent of the weight of
the craft. The CFD pressure plot for snapshot 1 (3 m/s) is shown in Figure 9.
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Landing Loads. The team also ran a simulation to determine the landing loads of both
the 2020 (Figure 8) and 2021 variants of the LOSSEI. The mesh for the landing simulation
used was an overset mesh, for the movement of the craft. This overset mesh served as
an intermediary mesh size between the high-resolution mesh on the craft and the lower-
resolution background region. The key bodies added to refine and smooth the mesh
transitions were the overlap region and the splash zone on the water surface to refine any
splashes produced during the impact. Additional bodies were also placed on the water’s
surface, in the same fashion as the take-off simulation. The mesh and time independence
studies led to a mesh optimum of 440,000 mesh and a Courant number of 0.416, allowing
the simulation to depict the relationship between water and air accurately.

Data from this simulation were then used in the structural analysis of the craft. The
final simulation was run for 100 ms, as this time period contains the peak forces on the
three key bodies: demi-hulls, fuselage, and wings. The forces on each of these components
were plotted along with the body velocity and can be seen in Figure 10.

Despite the majority of the impact acting on the demi-hulls, a large impact force can
be seen acting on the wings, having the effect of causing a moment on the demi-hulls.
This is conveyed on the plot as a negative force on the demi-hulls, at the time of the peak
force on the wings. This spike in force is from the water jets that are generated by the
deadrise angle.

Underwater Cruise. Submerging and achieving neutral buoyancy at depth requires the
craft to flood the demi-hulls and wing sections that do not store equipment. The viability
of the underwater cruise was explored with a CFD analysis.

The domain for the model utilised a symmetry plane to halve the computational re-
quirement and was 9.5 m long, 4.2 m high, and 4 m wide. The mesh generated used
a trimmed cell and prism layer mesh, resulting in a computational volume mesh of
372,364 cells. The simulations utilised the Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS)
equations, with shear stress transport (SST) k-Omega physics models to represent the
turbulent flow in the simulation. The liquid model was selected as the working fluid, with
the density set to freshwater (997.561 kg/m3). This density was used in all the underwater
simulations, as it is lower than saltwater (1005 kg/m3). This allows for the possibility of
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the LOSSEI design to be used in fresh water and provides a safety factor to ensure there is
enough buoyancy for the LOSSEI to float in seawater.
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A validation of the subsea CFD analysis was conducted against the in-air freestream
CFD modelling. For the validation comparison to air, the working fluid was selected as
gas (air) with a density of 1.18415 kg/m3. This comparison found that the lift and drag
coefficients are almost identical for underwater and free-stream air simulations.

The mesh independence study found that the coefficients of drag and lift start to con-
verge at a volume mesh size of 372,364 cells. Using this mesh size, the time independence
study was conducted, resulting in convergence at a time step of 0.0006 s. With a velocity of
5.0 m/s and a minimum mesh size of 0.0025 m, this timestep resulted in a Courant number
of 1.2.

The pressure contours are shown in Figure 11, with the maximum endurance speed
estimated at 0.99 m/s or 1.92 kts. The underwater stall speed in this analysis was 0.71 m/s
or 1.38 knots, and the speed of the best range was 1.20 m/s or 2.33 knots. This analysis
also estimated the subsurface energy and thrust requirements for the best underwater
endurance, giving the total drag for the LOSSEI as 33.64 N. The drag force is substantially
less than that of the selected EDF, at least when operating in the air.
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Surfacing. A surfacing simulation was conducted to check the dynamic effect of
buoyancy from depth to the surface and the associated pressure and thus, the structural
forces. The main differences from the underwater cruise were the inclusion of an overset
(Chimera) mesh, six degrees of freedom (DOF) solver, and a volume of fluid (VOF) model
to simulate the water’s surface. The base RANS and SST k-Omega models remained the
same as before, and the mesh was generated using trimmed cell and prism layer mesh.

The total fluid domain was 22.0 m in length, 14.0 m in width, and 22.0 m in height.
This length allowed enough distance in front of the craft to generate the water’s surface
accurately and enough behind the vessel not to disturb the wake.

The width of the tank was considerably wider than that of the underwater simulations,
as a symmetry transformation was unable to be used as that would affect the accuracy of
the DOF solver; therefore, that whole geometry had to be modelled. The height was set at
17.0 m below and 5.0 m above the water’s surface. This allows adequate fluid below the
craft, initially set at 10.0 m below the water’s surface.

The overset mesh domain was a 3.0 m by 4.0 m by 2.5 m rectangle encompassing the
LOSSEI geometry. For this set of simulations, the LOSSEI body’s motion is most important
to the analysis, so overset meshing and DFBI solvers are crucial inclusions. The parameter
for this simulation was the maximum pitch angle of the LOSSEI as it ascends to the surface.

The mesh independence results, Figure 12, show that the volume mesh sizes of
593,269 cells and 1,405,796 cells yielded the most similar pitch angles. Therefore, the
volume mesh with the lower cell density was selected to save computational time (2.6 h
compared to 4.5 h). The time independence study was then conducted with the selected
volume mesh. The results showed minimal change between the timesteps of 0.02 s and
0.005 s (0.6 deg). Due to this minimal change, the timestep of 0.015 was selected, resulting
in a Courant number of 1.0. Unfortunately, when the current velocity was increased to test
the relationship between the water current and the LOSSEI’s ascent, the time step had to be
reduced to 0.0075 s. This timestep provided a Courant number of less than 1.0 for all the
tested velocities, obtaining more stable results.
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Figure 12. Mesh independence and time independence studies for the CFD of the underwater
surfacing study.

A Eulerian multiphase interaction had to be set up, in conjunction with the VOF of a
flat wave to generate the water’s surface accurately. The phases of the Eulerian multiphase
interaction were set as water (density 997.561 kg/m3) and air (density 1.18415 kg/m3). The
VOF was selected as a flat wave, as the interaction of the LOSSEI breaching the water’s
surface, at this stage, was not required to have waves set. The current (water) and the wind
(air) velocities were set within the VOF wave function.
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The LOSSEI was set at 10 m below the water’s surface, with no additional current
speed or body motion for these simulations. The DFBI model was set to Z-motion to record
the vertical position of the craft and Y-rotation to record the pitch. After 0.05 s of physical
run time, the DBFI model was released, and motion was allowed. This provides enough
time for the fluid flow to fully develop, which would minimise any disturbance at the
beginning of the simulation.

The results in Figure 13 show that as the vessel gradually rose towards the surface,
the pitch angle increased to approximately 44-degrees. At this point, the pitch remained
constant, until the LOSSEI reached the water’s surface. At the surface, the nose began to
pitch down until it reached rest. The time taken for the LOSSEI to reach the water’s surface
was recorded to be 9.21 s from release, which shows that the average velocity over 10 m is
equivalent to 1.09 m/s.
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WIG in Rough Seas. It is rare that the surface of a sea where the LOSSEI will be operating
will be perfectly smooth, and so, the effect of waves on lift and drag must be accounted for.
Research in [26] examined the effect of waves on the WIG effect for an NACA4412 airfoil,
modelling the waves as a sinusoidal motion with an amplitude of 0.05 for the wing chord
(c) and a wavelength of 5c. It was found that as the airfoil moved over the waves, the lift
coefficient would oscillate with the same period as of the passing waves. This is due to
the change in instantaneous h/c over the period of the waves. When the periodic average
was taken for the lift coefficient, it was approximately equal to the lift coefficient of the
same height-to-chord ratio but without the waves. For a given height-to-chord ratio, the
amplitude of these oscillations became more pronounced with increased angles of attack
but remained approximately constant relative to their time-averaged lift coefficient. The
relative amplitude of the oscillations of the moment coefficient was smallest at low angles
of attack and peaked at a 14-degrees angle of attack. Therefore, it is best to fly at an angle of
attack between 2 and 10◦ to minimise these fluctuations. The effect of waves on the LOSSEI
WIG effect was analysed numerically, following this research approach [26].

The wavy seas simulations included a Eulerian multiphase volume of fluid (VOF)
model with gravity. To accurately model the craft’s movement over the waves, the fifth-
order wave type was selected. Although flight over only a basic sinusoidal wave was
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required for the purposes of this research, and the first-order wave model would have
been sufficient, the fifth-order wave model included an additional velocity parameter.
This allowed the geometry to be set as the reference frame and airspeed to be set as the
additional velocity, whereas using the first-order wave model would have required the craft
to be translated along the x-axis with a dynamic fluid body interaction (DFBI) motion and
an overset and background mesh. The fifth-order waves model also has greater flexibility
in testing unique cases, such as shallow water waves or where there are large discrepancies
between the velocity of the waves and the free-stream air.

The mesh contained a heavily refined region at the free surface. STAR-CCM+ guide-
lines recommend using an anisotropic mesh to accurately simulate fifth-order waves, with
the X and Y domain sizes as 1/80th of the wavelength and the Z domain size as 1/20th of
the wave height. These absolute values are manually changed for each test case, based on
the wave profile being used in that simulation. The geometry had surface refinements and
wake refinements.

The simulations were run using the Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) equa-
tions, for a segregated unsteady flow. The RANS model was used as it provides adequate
accuracy in modelling turbulence, is very stable for incompressible flows, and is computa-
tionally efficient. The K-ω shear stress transport (SST) was used to model the turbulence.

The verification of the wavy seas simulations was completed through a mesh inde-
pendence study and a time independence study, using the peak lift coefficient. The mesh
that was decided on for use in the final set of simulations contained 1140 k cells, with a
Courant number of 0.7 with a difference of 0.1 per cent from the smallest Courant number
tested. As the simulation progressed, the peak lift coefficient changed slightly over each
wave but converged to a steady value the longer the simulation ran. The second wave
reliably generated a peak lift coefficient of around 0.1 per cent absolute of the converged
value. For this reason, and to keep computation time to a minimum, all the results were
taken from the second wave. Using the aforementioned parameters provided computation
times between 10 and 18 h, dependent on the specific wavelength being tested.

For the wavy sea simulations, both the height-to-chord (h/c) and wave height-to-chord
(w/c) were changed. The wave height was a function of the ride height given by Equation
(1), which provides a 0.1 chord length clearance between the wave’s peak and the bottom of
the demi-hulls. Thus, the minimum test condition was a 0.3 height-to-chord, corresponding
to a wave height of 0.2. Note the height-to-chord is measured from the average height of
the wave, halfway between the peak and the trough:

w
c

= 2
(

h
c
− 0.2

)
(1)

As the craft flew over the waves, the lift, drag, and moment were all found to fluctuate
as the height-to-chord periodically became smaller and larger. The general trend in all of
the tests was that the larger the waves, the larger these fluctuations, and as the clearance
above the waves increased, the magnitude of the fluctuations decreased. All the tests
of wavy seas were completed for a zero degree pitch angle only; it is the assumed flight
condition for all comparisons and calculations. The variation in the lift coefficient is shown
in Figure 14, where the largest fluctuations over the largest waves modelled was the high
lift coefficient being 2.4 times the lowest lift coefficient. The trends in the fluctuations of
the drag coefficient were like that of the lift coefficient; however, the points of lowest drag
were when the lift was highest and vice versa. Unlike the results for lift, the most extreme
fluctuation in drag was the 0.6 wave height-to-chord flight condition as opposed to the
1.0 wave height-to-chord flight condition for lift fluctuation.
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Most important to the craft’s stability is the fluctuations of the moment coefficient over
wavy seas, as shown in Figure 15. Consistent with [26], the larger the wave height was,
the greater the fluctuations were. In the most extreme case, the moment coefficient at the
peak was twice what it was at the low point. The moment coefficient was always positive,
meaning that the craft wanted to pitch up; however, this was due to an unfortunate excess
tail-set angle in this design iteration of four degrees nose-down instead of about one degree
nose-up.
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7. Future Iterations

Early work and the more recent research literature highlight several changes to make
to the next iteration of the LOSSEI craft. Student conceptual design work in 2022 examined
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if the submersible seaplane concept can be scaled up and crewed, similar to the U.S. research
in 2010 on the viability of such a craft for special forces insertion and extraction in littoral
environments [40] such as with the more recent ‘flying boats’ that have allegedly been
demonstrated [41]. Our recent student work on upscaling the LOSSEI also examines if the
design margins made available by the new technologies make submersible seaplanes more
or less viable. As such, our lessons for the LOSSEI redesign may be seminal in shaping the
new HUAV class. The focus of future iterations needs to be on two broad areas, including
optimization and reducing several specific risks; however, these are interrelated and the
focus of some research.

WIG Stability. WIG crafts experience complex longitudinal stability, where the lifting
advantage depends on the height above ground, as previously mentioned; however, that
lift advantage also varies with the angle of attack. As such, there are three distinct ground
effect regions [24] that present some difficulty in maintaining that optimum advantage [19],
especially in the presence of waves that vary in height [42]. The simulation of the lon-
gitudinal stability problem was advanced by [43,44], including some lateral stability. A
recent Chinese advancement comprises developing an H∞ attitude controller that can
accommodate the problem of the change of wave height, with advantages in lateral and
directional stability [45]. However, as a caution, this research is based on a novel wind
tunnel modelling of wavy ground, and further Chinese research has found that when h/c is
low, there is a wind shear force that can cause the forthcoming wave crest to produce water
spray with stability concerns [46]. Moreover, as we discovered, a general simulation of the
craft going into and out of the ground effect is complicated by the changing lift and drag,
whereas these are critical design areas to explore early. Fortunately, research by [47] has
produced relationships with a good agreement and reduced computation for early WIG
concept simulations.

Compound Wings and Optimised Endplates. The stability concerns at a low clearance and
the prevalence of waves mean a WIG craft for open ocean work likely needs a compromise
of in-ground effect and conventional out of ground lift, usually provided by a compound
wing. Students have developed such a compound wing for the up-scaled version of the
LOSSEI, with a type of low aspect ratio inner WIG wing that blends to form a fuselage and
a higher aspect ratio outer conventional wing. The advantage of blending the fuselage to
the wing for a HUAV was also proposed by the U.S. study [40]. The transition in going
outboard between the two compound wings is marked by the endplate of the WIG wing,
which like the LOSSEI, is also a demi-hull for landing, take-off, and surface stability. Such a
design of compound wings for a balance of WIG and conventional flight can be explored
using a practical model, developed by [48], including aiding with the longitudinal stability
by the longitudinal bias of the outer wing towards the tail. Another aspect that needs
optimization is the placement of the endplates or demi-hulls, which for the LOSSEI case
was as outboard as possible to maximise the spanwise WIG effect. Moving to a compound
wing means a trade-off. The effects of the endplates were researched by [49], and while
these were confirmed to be positive for lift and drag, they also harmed height stability.

Take-off Case. Another difficulty we experienced was in generating the take-off case in
which there are complex hydrodynamic, aerodynamic, and buoyancy forces. As described
earlier, this is a critical case for sizing the engine and battery electrical loading, determining
the wing set angle, and for empennage placement; therefore, it needs to be accurate. We
examined a set number of solutions and interpolated them. The research by [50] develops a
solution approach and multi-objective optimization for a WIG take-off case, including a
catamaran hull and compound wing. Such an approach offers improved accuracy for this
critical design case.

Water Entry, Exit, and Endurance. The LOSSEI design uses a seaplane take-off and
landing approach with flooding and buoyancy systems to submerge or exit the water,
similar to research by [51]. The new Chinese HUAV, known as Nezha III, also appears to
use a surface landing and take-off transition, albeit a vertical take-off [11,14]. The Nezha III
has ‘tradeoffs between hydrodynamic and aerodynamic performance’ that the LOSSEI did
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not explore, instead favouring aerodynamics and checking the effects hydrodynamically.
Such trade-offs are worth exploring to improve underwater endurance. Chinese research
has also explored dynamic and CFD modelling for direct entry approaches [7,8] and more
recently, a dynamic water exit [13] to ‘rapidly exit from water with a wide range of pitch
angles’, for better survivability in bad sea states. We explored structural forces with a
conventional surface landing and found them to be the highest design case and a major
driver of structural weight estimates. Ideally, the LOSSEI needs extendable and retractable
demi-hulls to increase clearance during the landing impact, which in turn contributes
to drag. Dynamic water entry and exit would be structurally limiting for conventional
aircraft shapes.

Signature. Every effort has been made to limit the LOSSEI signature to maritime high-
frequency radars (i.e., HFSWR and OTHR [17]) and infrared satellites. Examples include its
relatively low speed, no propellors, composite structures, and ocean proximity. Methods to
analyse radar signatures before proof-of-concept prototyping have been limited [39] but
improving, such as [52,53], although nothing specific to the frequencies of fixed strategic
assets. According to [39], tailoring the aircraft shape is the most effective strategy for
signature reduction; however, this approach is unlikely to be possible given the tension
already between sensitive hydrodynamics and aerodynamics. Radar absorbent material
will likely add too much weight for the LOSSEI, unless applied only to key zones as
proposed by [54], although such materials are highly susceptible to saltwater corrosion [55].

Buoyancy. The LOSSEI design envisages a buoyancy engine to help control the subsea
depth and aims to prepare for diving by flooding the wings and demi-hulls with batteries,
sealed as outlined earlier. The Nezha III HUAV design also floods the wings. It has also
tested such a buoyancy engine, described as a ‘lightweight super high-pressure pneumatic
buoyance control’ that embraces the buoyancy–pitch coupling of its underwater gliding
(UG) [11]. Such an implementation of a buoyancy engine reportedly increased the depth
of the Nezha variants from 5 m to 50 m, an encouraging system maturity for the LOSSEI.
According to Nezha’s designers, ‘The only driving force pushing a UG forward is the
horizontal component of lift induced by the gliding motion due to the inequality between
gravity and buoyancy.’ Further, ‘Without any propulsion, gliding motion is quite energy
efficient.’ Exploiting underwater gliding subsea is similar to the WIG effect, exploited for
greater endurance above the sea. A review this year in [44] explains the propulsive concept
of such underwater gliding:

“On ingesting water, it becomes negatively buoyant and starts to sink, developing
a download component of force. With wings attached to its body, the vehicle
can develop lift and drag force in the horizontal plane. This resultantly develops
a forward motion. Upon reaching a certain depth, water is expelled making
the vehicle positively buoyant and thus causing it to float. The wing-lift again
produces a forward motion, and this cycle is repeated. The profile traced by the
glider is saw-tooth in shape”. (p. 05000-2)

This review covers approximately 50 prototyped glider designs [56]. It concludes that
‘The underwater glider is a budding technology that is still in its infant stage’ and that ‘An
efficient buoyancy engine is an integral part of an underwater glider as it helps in achieving
higher depth along with more range of travel.’ Future LOSSEI iterations should explore if
such gliding is viable combined with the EDF propulsion to extend the submerged travel
endurance. The CFD analysis has provided the basic lift and drag profiling to enable
simulation and steering, like in [57] and what hydrodynamic refinements may be necessary
similar to [58]. We acknowledge there may be trade-offs to be made to the aerodynamics,
given the precedents thus far.

Weight. The LOSSEI’s estimated weight from the structural analysis was around 100
per cent heavier than the target weight, primarily driven by the significant deceleration
loads upon water landing (impact). A significant factor in the size of these loads is the main
fuselage and demi-hull distances below the wing, as this margin ‘cushions’ the impact.
The distance is kept small, at around 70 mm to facilitate a desirable WIG effect (i.e., h/c
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around 0.2), with a margin for the hulls above the water (i.e., wings at 140 mm above
the water is h/c = 0.2, with hull bottoms at 70 mm above the water). Future iterations of
the LOSSEI will need an extendable and retractable set of demi-hulls, of at least twice the
current below-wing clearance (i.e., extending another 70 mm). This extension and retraction
could be achieved with a rotating arm on the main spar, so the demi-hulls are 70 mm aft
when retracted and 70 mm forward when extended, as this would increase the stability of
landing through a greater longitudinal flying static margin and provide an option to move
the centre of gravity and centre of buoyancy for underwater manoeuvre or gliding. The
extension of the demi-hulls will reduce the wing impact loads and therefore reduce the
structural weight.

Autonomy. The LOSSEI requires a high degree of autonomy to operate without com-
promising its position with datalinks. The literature suggests controllers are feasible in all
mission phases; however, the mission profile is adaptive, allowing the LOSSEI to change
mediums depending on the weather, threats, and mission success. Training the higher-
order artificial decision making to adapt the mission to such inputs will require some
generic training in navigation, threat monitoring, and weather monitoring, followed by
specific training in the geospatial, meteorological, and intelligence of each mission. Such
training will require human autonomy teaming with responsible commanders and opera-
tors to build the necessary trust to safely deploy and recover the LOSSEI on autonomous
missions [59].

8. Validation

Our HUAV design needs validation, like that documented in 2021-22 on the designs
by [11] and [14]; however, it is important to first fully explore the best return on investment,
optimise the digital conceptualisation, and then do a proof-of-concept validation of the
numerical simulations. Finally, the digital conceptualisation will need to be optimised
again from the fully validated simulations before full prototypes are developed. In a
military context, the most likely best return on investment is proposed as a recoverable
sonobuoy HUAV operating from a parent maritime patrol aircraft, searching for submarines
or uncrewed underwater vehicles. Such a craft would dive and breach to supply operation
in diverse sea states by avoiding take-off and landing, and it would likely use reel-in
and reel-out release and recovery techniques under development for parent–child aircraft
combinations. Several innovations can be drawn from the LOSSEI research, concerning the
use of EDF in air and water, battery power and storage, the composite use of syntactic foam
and carbon fibre, and extensive optimisation through CFD analysis before a prototype.

A new risk is the impact of diving, potentially requiring folding wings, a reverse
thrust, a reinforced nose cone, and dual retractable EDFs. The parent–child relationship
offers recharging, superior sensor fusion and data processing, and reduces the autonomy
challenge compared to the LOSSEI; however, release and recovery from parent aircraft
pylons brings a new dynamic and other compatibility risks. An example validation pro-
gram for such a recoverable sonobuoy HUAV, given in Figure 16, focused on the risks of
impact shock, EDF operation, material strength optimisation, configuration, underwater
performance, and parent–child aircraft compatibility. Our intent here is not to cover another
conceptual design, rather to legitimately explain why our LOSSEI design has to evolve to
‘market forces’ and why design validation will require additional funding and a structured
approach to such investment.
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9. Conclusions

A submersible seaplane or HUAV, known as the LOSSEI has been conceptually de-
signed by staff members from Australian and Egyptian universities that exploits develop-
ments across five key technologies to achieve viability. First, using the wing-in-ground
effect has substantially improved flight endurance, reduced the power required, and likely
reduced detection compared to the flight out of ground effect. Second, new electric ducted
fan designs offer sufficient propulsion for take-off and cruise while enabling limited under-
water travel to aid insertion and recovery. Third, merging carbon fibre from aircraft with
syntactic foam from undersea vessels strengthens both domains. Fourth, the development
of Lithium–Ion batteries provides sufficient power to take off and perform missions. At the
same time, conformal solar technology allows the batteries to recharge while on listening
stations during the day. Finally, advances in CFD enable designers to examine craft design
features in air, water, and across the transitions.

There are numerous recent developments in HUAV craft, particularly by Chinese
researchers in the last two years, that inform this conceptual design and its future proof-of-
concept prototype testing. Important developments have occurred that likely advantage
the LOSSEI conceptual design, concerning compound wing and endplate optimization,
buoyancy engines, underwater gliding simulation and control, WIG stability controllers
and simulation, and aircraft signature modelling. These developments combine with the
lessons taken from this iteration for improvements, such as retractable and extendable
demi-hulls to cushion the landing impact better and reduce weight.

Subject to another conceptual design iteration, the LOSSEI concept is ready for proof-
of-concept prototype testing to validate the numerical simulations and the assumptions
concerning new composite materials, EDF propulsion, and autonomy. Given the seminal
nature of HUAV design and research and some of the unique innovations proposed,
the lessons learned from this iteration will likely be significant to other designers and
researchers. Based on customer feedback, our research team has adjusted our HUAV design
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research work to look at a better return on investment, shifting to the design of a recoverable
sonobuoy HUAV operating from a maritime patrol aircraft. This shift in mission leverages
some aspects of the LOSSEI design, which will hopefully see these research initiatives
validated in the future for both HUAV mission types.
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